It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush
fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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Propagandists fail
Media’s attack on the
Tea Party is simply a
wild fabrication
It has been widely reported by the
mainstream media that Republican-TeaParty-Right-Wing-Extremists are the cause
of the government shutdown. To evaluate these
Photos by TCC Staff
claims, the Town Criers, a committee of the Saint Augustine Tea Party, took to the streets of historic St.
Augustine, Florida to see if the American people were buying the media’s claim. [See “A look at Town Crier’s
history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed]

The Town Criers
made their first stop,
today, at the Castillo
de San Marcos. This
facility, administered
by the National Park
Service, was shut
down. There were
some people
standing around the
outside of the
Castillo. The very
disappointed public,
upon seeing the Tea
Party arrival, quickly
and enthusiastically
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showed their pleasure towards the Town Criers. They eagerly took the Crier’s signs to demonstrate their
solidarity with the Tea Party movement. It is ironic, that just three months ago, the Town Criers would not
have been able to demonstrate at the Castillo de San Marco because of the National Park Service’s alleged
‘First Amendment Area’ zones. [See “Today, American Patriots had their First Amendment Rights assaulted,
yet, again by the Feds on a public street” June 29, 2013 and “Federal agents violate Saint Augustine Tea Party’s
civil rights” July 4, 2013 in this publication ED]
The Tea Party patriots, refusing to surrender their first amendment rights, ‘backed down’ the National Park
Service in St. Augustine. “We were delighted to see the World War II veterans, do as we did, challenge and
‘resist’ the Department of Interior’s, National Park Service’s edict to suppress Free Speech & Assembly. We
Americans are honored by the bravery of these veterans. In their advanced years, they are still fighting for
liberty within the shadow of the White House. It is time to stand up and defy the criminals in the ‘People’s
House’ and the people who support them in the various federal departments,” a Town Crier spokesman said.
The Town Criers then proceeded
to St. Augustine’s historic St.
George Street where they had an
opportunity to engage people
from all over the country. It
appears that the people simply
are not buying Obama’s claim
that Republican Tea Party
extremists are the cause of the
shutdown.
Obama’s propagandists, though
they beat the drum continually,
are not winning the American
people. The public was delighted
to find the Tea Party on the
streets with their signs. This
reporter observed a trolley train
passing by with the vast majority
of the passengers applauding and
cheering loud, “Go, Tea Party!”

Obama’s attempt to create pain for Americans during the shutdown, then blaming the Republicans and the
Tea Party is not going to work. From observations today, the public blames both parties for the shutdown. The
Tea Party is the champion of the people in this contest. Today, David Stockman reported on Fox News that the
shutdown in the upcoming debt ceiling issue is not directly linked with a failure of America to honor its debt
obligations, including interest. He went on to say, parenthetically, that the only person who can create the
situation in which the US would default on its debt is the President of the United States. Failure to raise the
debt ceiling would only force Obama to set priorities. Daily, there are vast streams of tax revenues to keep
America from defaulting. The media’s hype only creates unnecessary fear and distorts the real situation.
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Of Men, mice, and the Monster-in-Chief
by John Knapp
My father died in the hospital on Christmas night of 2006. He'd gone in for
chemotherapy for stomach cancer, but he never got out. He went steadily downhill
from the very beginning, and he died a miserable death, one you wouldn't wish on
any human being. He was an M.D. in life, a general practitioner who was generally
loved by his patients. He made house calls on sick patients, and often accepted a
bushel of vegetables as payment for a bill. Once he even traded for a horse to clear up
a patient's bill.
My father had his personal faults, but he was a good man, a good doctor, a hard worker, a good example, a
MAN completely responsible for himself and his family. In his lifetime I'm sure he paid hundreds of thousands
of dollars in taxes. He was once audited by the IRS over barely a hundred dollar mistake. Several years later he
was audited again, over nothing, but this time the IRS backed off when they found out he had cancer. My
father hated the idea of government-run healthcare, and not just because he was in medicine. He hated
obnoxious government long before it became so much clearer to millions how obnoxious, arrogant, and selfserving government has fully become.
My father lied about his age in order to enlist in the Navy when he was still 17. It was spring of 1945, and
World War II was still raging. He was sent to baker's school in the Great Lakes Region, to learn how to bake
bread on board a ship. He wound up in the South China Sea on a wooden-hulled mine sweeper...an 18-year
old kid baking bread by day and, by night, standing watch on deck for Japanese warships. The war ended fairly
soon after he went to sea, but there were still mines, bobbing on the currents, to be found and destroyed.
My father was a 17 year-old MAN in 1945, a member of the greatest generation. He brought home a Japanese
infantryman's rifle, complete with fixed bayonet, but never told how he came to have it. It hung on the wall
over his desk in the family room for years and years. My father never lived to go to the World War II Veterans
Memorial in Washington. But, by the man I knew him to be, he would have gone there this past week and
shoved aside the Barrycades and the National Park Service's hastily-erected fencing, growling "Who the hell do
those people they think they are?"
The evening after my father died, the family all met at the local Applebees for the evening meal. There was a
long line to get in, and we had to wait out front for maybe half an hour. I struck up a conversation with my
new brother-in-law, who was a very well-paid DEA/FBI agent in South Florida. He told me that earlier in his
work-life, he'd been in the Secret Service as one of President Clinton's bodyguards and limo drivers. I was duly
impressed with his credentials.
Eventually the conversation got around to politics, and I told him the way government was trending, that one
day soon he would have to choose between honor and something else, in order to know what kind of man he
really was, and in order to decide what kind of a country he really wanted to live in. I could see in his eyes he
was completely clueless as to what I was talking about. I tried to explain it to him further, but it was pointless.
Several years ago, my sister divorced him for repeated infidelities. While that particular behavior was not
political, it was telling of his character. I wonder if he yet knows what kind of man he is.
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And so we've come to the mother of all government shutdowns. 83 % of all federal workers, the essential
ones, are still on the job, but all National Parks are closed. Private parks adjoining public streets are
Barrycaded from the public. The State of Arizona cannot be allowed to operate the Grand Canyon, even with
Arizona taxpayer money. Fishing holes off the Florida and Louisiana coasts are Barrycaded. Border guards
along the Rio Grande have been told to stand aside. The Vietnam War Memorial is blocked off. From sea to
shining sea, government 'agents' have been instructed to 'inflict as much pain as possible on the citizenry', in
order to make them amenable to Obama's and government's tyranny. And the mice complied!
And the World War II Memorial has been shuttered, with armed guards standing at the ready, should any
more honorable, aged, infirm, dying old men in wheelchairs want to come to make a little peace with the
horrible things they had to do in their youth, for the sake of American freedom, to bring a respite of peace to
an otherwise insane world. Those armed guards in D.C. (and elsewhere), those mice, went out to the World
War II Memorial to arrest ninety year-old honorable MEN, to disabuse them of any notion of trying to find
some solace in a long-overdue goodbye to a chapter of their lives that has haunted the recesses of their old
minds for over sixty years.
So, the question must be asked. What kind of an American President, what kind of a completely lousy human
being, would stoop to such despicable behavior against his own country and countrymen? What kind of
people work for this government that they would actually go out to enforce a despicable edict like this? Has
the entirety of American government gone quite mad on behalf of a madman?
Forget Obamacare, budget battles, and everything else. It is time adults came to grips with our torment, this
Monster-in-Chief. It is time for those extremely well-paid mice that work in American government to
remember whose side they are on, or else go flip french fries at McDonald's, where the worst damage they
can do is burn the french fries or occasionally set a kitchen on fire.
And, most importantly, it's time the American people decide what kind of MEN they are, or intend to become,
and what kind of a country they intend to live in.
John Knapp October 5, 2013

October 8, 2013

Lock and Load!
Photos by TCC Staff

October 8th, our special guest was Janet Smith, a well known re-enactor and historian. The topic of discussion
was “The Florida Second Amendment Preservation Act". A draft of a proposed Bill was presented to the Tea
Party audience. The object is to get it on the docket for a vote in the next Florida legislative session,
which begins in mid-March, 2014. This Bill will tighten restrictions on Federal incursions, from Obamaland, designed to counter our Right to Bear Arms.
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Joining Janet was her husband, Bruce Smith, who gave a detailed historical sketch of the institution of the
term, "the Right to Bear Arms". In the year 690 AD in Britain, a law was passed that said, "All fathers must get
a long bow and teach their children to shoot". The object, of course, was self protection. From whom?
Bandits, thieves, but more specifically...standing armies.
The 'standing army' was a subject abhorrent to our Founding Fathers. It was a standing army that encroached
on the Colonists, which 'quartered' themselves, by force, in the homes of the Colonists. Thus, we have the 3rd
Amendment of the Constitution protecting home owners from forced 'quartering' of soldiers.
Nor, is 'Disarmament' something new. All tyrants try to disarm the people.
In 1649, King Charles the 1st was executed for attempting to disarm the people. But time and again, each
power hungry King or Potentate, tries 'disarmament' so that they will have absolute control over the people.
Just 10 years later, after Charles the 1st lost his head, Cromwell, decided that the Catholics needed to be
disarmed. Also, 'registration of fire arms' is nothing new. In the Seventeenth Century, Charles the 2nd
demanded a weekly tally of the guns made in England.
The correct understanding of the Militia, according to Bruce Smith, is this:
The Militia is composed of the "whole of the People"; that is, all of the adult citizens. They must be adequately
armed to throw off any tyrannical dictator.
The fear now, in the United States, is that there a 'de facto' standing army, where even small towns and
villages have swat teams and armored vehicles.
Worse, they are wired into Federal Homeland Security. Thus, when the King in Washington, D.C. declares
martial law, his edit is instantly directed to every little town and city in the Country.
Thus, We The People have a duty to arm ourselves, know our Rights, and strengthen our local State laws that
nail down our Right to Bear Arms.
Janet Smith laid out the plan for Florida's' "2nd Amendment Preservation Act" to the Saint Augustine Tea
Party. Her presentation was well received. Twenty four patriots signed up for more information. Several will
make up a core group for St. Johns County.
"It is always an enlightening experience when the Smiths visit the SATP. They both are so well informed.
We always learn a lot from Bruce and Janet. More importantly, how to apply what we have learned to the
situation at hand. Lock and load," said Chairman Lance Thate.
http://FLTAC.org/action/2a
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October 11, 2013

#T2SDA
SATP at World Golf
overpass
Tea Party supports the trucker’s “Ride
for the Constitution”

Photos by TCC staff

Today, the St. Augustine Tea Party engaged the motoring public on Interstate 95. The Tea Party members took
a position on the overpass at the World Golf Village, which is located in the northern part of St. Johns County,
Florida. From the moment the first Gadsden flag unfurled the horn-honking began. The Tea Party was out to
support the trucker’s “Ride for the Constitution” program. The interstate has three lanes north and three lanes
south. The overpass also has three lanes in each direction, east and west. According to the tea party members,
approximately 20,000 vehicles passed by during the 2 ½ hour outing. This estimate was based on sample
counts during the course of their activities. They report that the local traffic on the overpass and interstate
traffic were equally supportive. It appeared to this reporter that about two thirds of the passing traffic
responded with arms waving, thumbs up, flashing lights, and of course, almost continuous honking of horns.
“We did have some opposition if you consider the two thumbs down and three middle finger gestures.
Comparing the positive responses to the negative, the score appears to be 13,200 to 5. “Makes you wonder
about national polls,” a tea party member said. “It seemed that the great majority of school buses passing also
showed their approval by blowing their horns. It makes one wonder, if the bus drivers get it, it seems odd that
those in the classrooms don’t,” another Tea Party member questioned.

The Gadsden flag was the attention getter
Signage that was used for the demonstration was borrowed from the Town
Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party. [See “A look at Town
Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] The lettering on the
signs are usually used with the public being at a much closer distance, so it
is unlikely that the passing traffic could easily read the signs. Their response
was, almost exclusively, to the yellow flag associated with the Tea Party. In
jest, a Tea Party spokesman said, “I wonder what kind of response you
would have gotten if a donkey or an elephant was used?”
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To ‘Serve and Protect’
A remarkable addition to this story was observed.
Early in the demonstration, a St. Johns County Sheriff’s
patrol car went by. The Tea Party personnel were
concerned as there had been reports of difficulties
with law enforcement on the overpasses, in other
States. In August, two participants in overpass
demonstrations were actually arrested in Missouri.
When the first patrol car didn’t stop, the
demonstrators felt that their activities were
Photos by TCC staff
on safe ground. When another patrol car appeared, a
couple hours later, the group expected trouble. What transpired was just the opposite. The Deputy Sheriff had
stopped to provide them with drinking water and to thank them for what they were doing for the country!
Imagine that! Despite all the propaganda and beating up on the Tea Party in the mass media, there have been
no arrests and no violence at all by Tea Party patriots in St. Augustine, or St. Johns County, and for that matter,
in the entire Country.
The Tea Party members commented concerning the Deputy Sheriff pictured above, “This goes back to the
‘good old days’ when law enforcement was about serving and protecting. The St. Johns County Sheriff’s
Department, so far, has treated the Tea Party with respect. We will be in good hands if the system breaks
down. Today, many other law enforcement authorities, particularly the Feds, are vested with the idea of
‘enforcement and control’ verses ‘serve and protect’. The County Sheriff is the highest Constitutional Officer in
his locality. It will be the Sheriff who will either protect you from federal abuses or not. That is why we all have
to make sure the local Sheriff is elected, not appointed, and does not take grants from Washington, D.C.”

The Saint Augustine Tea Party has had no adverse problems with either the
Sheriff’s Department or the City of St. Augustine Police
The Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP) has had no adverse problems with local law enforcement. There seems
to be mutual respect. This is not so, however, with the National Park Service (NPS) which maintains the
Castillo de San Marco. [See “Today, American Patriots had their First Amendment Rights assaulted, yet, again
by the Feds on a public street” June 29, 2013 and “Federal agents violate Saint Augustine Tea Party’s civil
rights” July 4, 2013 in this publication ED]. The Tea Party has had First Amendment issues with the NPS. Now it
is reported that the NPS has abused elderly tourists in Yellowstone Park and has disrespected World War II
Veterans in Washington. The SATP reports that the NPS Rangers have violated their civil rights, repeatedly,
over a two year period at the Castillo de San Marcos. The SATP has asked Congressman Ron DeSantis to look
into these constitutional violations by the NPS, which is Part of the Department of the Interior, controlled and
directed by the Obama Administration. Profiling and harassment of the Tea Party and the Veterans, by the
Federal Government in D.C., is truly an ‘Obamanation’.
“God bless you and thank you for the cold water, Deputy,” the SATP members said.
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October 12, 2013

Are the bullies in the White
House making wussies out of
Americans?
The Town Criers marked their 95th engagement with the
Photos by TCC Staff
public on the streets of historic St. Augustine, Florida, today. The Town Criers are a committee of the Saint
Augustine Tea Party (SATP). [See “A look at Town Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] The
committee has evolved into an informal sampling of the public’s opinion. The Town Criers do this by
presenting politically incorrect signs to the public. The public’s reaction to the signs has repeatedly shown that
the mainstream media has no interest in accepting public opinion. They believe their function is to mold the
public’s view.

The “Big Red Sign” states that Obama Is a Communist
On May 26, 2012, the Town Criers introduced what they called the Big Red Sign. The sign was carried through
the streets of Saint Augustine every week through the election in November, 2012. The public’s reaction was
overwhelming support and they eagerly grabbed the sign to show their contempt and their understanding of
who Obama really is. This is a subject that no one in the media was prepared to address. The pictures below
are a sampling from October 6th and 13th, 2012.

Photos by TCC Staff

October 6, 2012

October 13, 2012
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“Big Red Sign” is re- introduced
After nearly a year’s absence, the “Big Red Sign” was
reintroduced, today, on historic St. George Street and at
the Castillo de San Marcos. Support for the Tea Party and
the “Big Red Sign” was, at times, overwhelming. This
reporter observed that when the Town Criers proceeded
along Tolomato Lane between St. George Street and
Spanish Street, the public presence broke out in applause
along the entire route. Veterans of all ages saluted, the
public stopped to shake hands, give high fives and in
numerous other ways showed their support and
their approval of the signage and the presence
of the Tea Party. The Criers report that the
photographic activity remains as intense as it has
ever been. During the entire three-hour outing,
there was a continual process of photographing
of the Criers by the public. There were many
assurances of social networking. It is conceivable
that a couple of thousand pictures were taken.
Clearly it is the Gadsden flags and the Tea Party
signs that are the focus of their attention. The
costumes and personalities have little to do with
the public’s reaction. It has been reported that
Sarah Palin believes a new third-party has
already formed in the people. The
Photos by TCC Staff
Town Crier’s experience over the past several years confirms that opinion. The conversation will not be about
Democrats and Republicans. They are despised. But in order for this new third-party to surface, the public will
need to stand up. Today, with the exposure of the truth expressed in the politically incorrect signs, there was
great acceptance. However comparing the reaction of the public from a year ago, there is one major
difference.

Is Obama’s tyranny prevailing?
“A year ago the “Big Red Sign” was eagerly
displayed by individual members of the public. On
October 12, 2013, one short year later the public,
while being willing and eager to be photographed
with the sign were now less willing to hold the sign.
Is it the beginning of a period of withdrawal, when
in fact, it is time to be defiant. It is time to stand up
and resist. If America chooses to become wussies,
she’ll not deserve liberty. Come join the fight. Take
a stand,” the Town Criers said.
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October 19, 2013

Washington joins forces and attacks the Tea Party
Washington insiders and their media outlets blame the Tea Party for a foolhardy plan

The GOP breaks with its base and joins with the Democrats and Obama by
ending the shutdown and extending the debt ceiling. With the media
comparing the most recent shutdown to the shutdown in 1995, the
Republicans showed that they have the no backbone, no principles and
that they lack the skills for the street fighting tactics of the community
organizer in the White House. “The GOP is so fearful of the media that they
bring shame upon themselves by their continual inability to stand for
constitutional governance. They simply rolled over to Obama’s demands,” a group of Town Criers remarked.
The Town Criers are a committee of the Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP). [See “A look at Town Crier’s history”
in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] The committee appears weekly on the streets of the historic district of
St. Augustine, Florida. They engage a national audience there. The Tea Party movement is vested in the people
whose acceptance of the Tea Party presence can be seen in the photograph above.

The view from the street
While Washington insiders and the GOP
leadership turn their back on the Tea Party,
the American people are joining forces with
the Tea Party movement. Sen. Ted Cruz, of
Texas, has been championing the people’s
cause in Washington. “The Senator claims
that he speaks for the people. From our
experience, he truly does. Republicans like
Sen. McCain and Karl Rove speak for
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progressives and elitists in Washington. The public, in their anger, are going to reject the GOP.” The public
views Obamacare as a joke and those who refuse to use their power to fight Obamacare will be rejected,” the
Town Criers report. This reporter witnessed Criers challenging the public by asking them, “Has anyone signed
up for Obama care?” During the course of the afternoon, the public engaged in a humorous interaction. Only
one person claimed that she signed up. After some conversation, however, it was clear that this person was a
liberal and was clearly doing what Marxists do; that is to lie. The message from the street is, Obamacare is a
joke and the ‘damaged brand’ of the GOP is not because of Tea Party positions. The damage has been selfinflicted on the GOP by denying its base.

Bikers love the Town Criers
The 21st annual Biketoberfest is
being held in Daytona Beach this
weekend. Many of the bikers found
their way to St. Augustine. As you
can see in the photograph on the
right, Tea Party strength runs deep
among the bikers.

Photos by TCC Staff
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October 22, 2013

Tim Constantine
Returns to SATP
The SATP was honored to have Radio
Talk Show Host, Tim Constantine as
our guest speaker at the Tea Party
Open Meeting on October 22, 2013. Tim was
Photos by TCC Staff
accompanied by his son, Michael, who took the group picture above. This was an encore engagement for Tim
and those in attendance were very impressed with Mr. Constantine’s presentation.
Tim Constantine had a local radio show on WFOY for several years and is well known to Conservatives in
St. Augustine, Florida. Today Mr. Constantine is host of TPNN Radio’s “The Capitol Hill Show”. The show can be
heard weekdays from 3 to 6PM right over the Internet on www.TPNN.com/radio/ . The station WTNT can be
heard all over Washington, D.C.

Some recent interviews include Senators Ted Cruz, Rand Paul and Mike Lee, Congressman Steve Stockman and
Ambassador John Bolton. Mr. Constantine’s new position provides an opportunity for him to engage in
exclusive interviews with major Washington, DC players. The SATP announced that it would be interested in
providing a link to TPNN on its Web Site. Mr. Constantine welcomed the suggestion.
During a question and answer session, a question about the media failure in Washington, DC was tendered.
Constantine expressed the fact that if a reporter asks tough questions, that reporter is simply dropped from
future sessions. Therefore, they just don’t ask the questions that the people want answers to. The Tea Party
members saw this as a First Amendment challenge.

October 26, 2013

Town Criers center of
attention on St. George
Street
The Town Criers, once again, appeared in St. Augustine Florida as they do each Saturday to an awesome
reception by the visitors to the historic district. The Town Criers are a committee of the Saint Augustine Tea
Party (SATP). [See “A look at Town Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed]
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The public’s
expanding rejection
of Obamacare made
the signs that the
Town Criers were
carrying even more
popular. As the
Town Criers
approached, the
people would say,
“There’s the Tea
Party”, or, “Look it’s
the Tea Party”. It
was expressed by
the public up and
down St. George
Street last Saturday.
One family, however, was not too accepting of the Tea Party signage. The woman pictured below, in red with
the straw hat, declared that the Town Criers activities were “hateful” and racist. She asserted that we had no
right to judge Obama. It was clear that she did not like the Criers exposing the White House as communists.

Tea Party set up?
It appeared, to this reporter, that
the incident could well have been
a setup. The woman making the
hateful and racist remarks was
immediately defended by her
husband. His statement, “Don’t
you abuse my wife”. In unison, the
woman in black was shouting,
“Don’t you abuse my mama”. The
only abusive language observed,
came from those two women. The
Town Criers simply wanted to get
past them and move on. At which
point, the man wearing the
Photos by TCC Staff
veteran’s cap, cut off a Town Crier
member by turning in front of him with his power scooter. It is not certain as to whether the incident was
photographed other than what you see here. This reporter was busy taking these photographs. The incident
was short in duration as the Town Criers refused to engage. At no time were any Criers in close proximity to
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the woman who started the altercation. After the incident, the Criers proceeded to a position in front of the
Columbia Restaurant. A short time later, the same group pictured above passed by without incident.
Whatever motivated their aggressive behavior earlier apparently no longer interested them.

Silent majority no longer silent
The “Silent Majority” died off twenty years ago. The majority of Americans are still hard working, moral
citizens who are aghast at the insane behavior of Obama and his Marxist co-conspirators. For sure, the public
has been slow in getting involved in the nasty here-and-now as is reported in the ‘new media’. They had
trusted the traditional political ‘system’ of checks and balances between the three branches of government.
They voted every two years and went home to their private lives. Now, they are seeing that this detached
approach is not working. The people are getting louder
and more vocal. They see the Tea Party Movement as
the revival they have been hoping and praying for.
“Many trusted the Republican Party to be their savior.
But, they have been betrayed by the likes of Senators
John McCain, Lindsey Graham and the Republican
leadership who support a progressive agenda,” a Town
Crier stated.
“Now it is clear for all to see that Barack Hussein
Obama is purposely destroying the world’s greatest
health care system with his Communist pipe dreams.
Communism has never worked, ever,” she continued.

The Propaganda Press exposed
According to SATP Media Chairman, Dave Heimbold, “Politically Correct speech, or PC, is not Free Speech. It is
groupie talk. It is tribal bantering. It is a collective language spoken by Marxists. It is the expression of the
collective-unconscious. It is the language of the Community Organizer himself. It is the untruth. This untruth is
wired electronically to every newspaper in the USA which subscribes to the AP (Associated Press). The AP also
has its own grammatical rules. For instance, the Democratic Party may be capitalized in print but the Tea Party
is not. The AP, once respected around the world, is now pure propaganda, half-truths, run by progressives.”

Truth is on the march
“The progressive movement, while still in power, is failing on all fronts. The ‘new vocal majority’ is determined
to destroy that movement permanently. We are not prepared to surrender this Country. Silence is not golden.
Political correctness is not acceptable. The racist onslaught, that we experienced today, has no merit. You
want to call us racists, go ahead. It is meaningless to us. Truth is what counts. If you think it’s hateful for us to
hate Communism, you’d better learn to live with it because we are not going away. “We the People” will not
let you hide any longer. Let the word go out to all progressives that we are going to de-throne you. It does not
matter whether you’re Republicans or Democrats, white or black. Your movement is based on lies. Truth will
prevail, ” a spirited Town Crier concluded today.
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The Goal of

Socialism
Is

Communism
Important Notice: To those readers who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this
Report at the end of the month. However, this publication is now on the Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.
Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the
Website. For Historic City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP
link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party
PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32085
Donations not currently deductable.

Donations

There is a revolution going on. Come join the Counter
Resistance.
Stand up for
not currently
deductable.
individual Liberty.
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see
the awakening of America.
Lance L. Thate,
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report LThate@comcast.net
Town Crier Committee Chairman
www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org

Please send this on if only to one person.
Copyright 2013. All right reserved by Lance Thate. Pictures may be used with permission and accreditation
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